
Newsletter January
We wish you a happy and successful  new year!
We are looking forward to the upcoming joint projects and a further 
cooperation with you!

Triple carport with interesting material 
combination in Kempten/Bavaria
Our customer in Kempten wanted to protect his large 
paved driveway to his garage in the snowy Alpine 
foothills from the often heavy snowfall in winter.
As the size of 8 x 6 m (without intermediate supports) 
was no longer possible for our aluminium construction, 
an interesting solution with galvanised steel girders was 
chosen.
The roof with 24 M72 Almaden double glass modules 
has an output of 8 kWp, enough to charge the future 
e-cars with their own electricity.

Carport for delivery and service vehicles
our customer Hoch Photovoltaik Ingenieure in Ettenheim has planned and built approx. 300 photovoltaic 
plants since mid 2008.  The size spectrum ranges from small systems to a 290 kWp system with over 1000 
modules.
The two engineers Stefan and Thomas Hoch are particularly proud of the aesthetic terraces and carports with 
transparent modules, such as the 13 kWp system shown here.
In December, a carport for their own delivery vehicles was built with 24 Almaden modules. The electricity of 
the approx. 6.7 kWp plant is partly used in the company and will also be used in the future to charge electrical-
ly powered delivery vehicles. This way the PV carport pays for itself in a short time!



Updated catalogue and price list
We have revised our product catalogue. In addition to updated modules, you 
will also find further information on our loading units for eCars and eBikes. 
Take a look at the catalogue by clicking on the right picture. 

We have also adapted our price list for the beginning of the year. If you are 
interested, we will be happy to send you the updated version. 
We are looking forward to your message. 

click here to look 

inside the catalogue
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In-roof construction in England
Sunfixings worked out in cooperation with our Technical De-
partment the Sunfixings Roof Soleil Solar PV Roof integrated 
System. First tasks were to design, test and manufacture the 
Aluminum Profiles and Silicone Sealing Gaskets to accommo-
date our double glass PV Modules. Once all water, weather and 
structural testing was passed (first time), then we proceeded to 
site installation. Each Eco Home in Romford London required 29 
PV Modules (8kWp) and 6 pieces Clear Structural Glass Panels 
allowing the homeowner a Sky View! The strength, quality and 
exact dimensions offered our partners at Solar Perfect a trouble 
free installation. The Sunfixings staff expressed their grateful-
ness for our superior Technical Support.

- C. Murphy, Managing Director of SUNFIXINGS Limited - © Image material provided by Sunfixings Ltd., England
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Tel: +49 (0) 8131 3307 560

Spring offer: 
Premium Double Glass and Bifacial  PV Modules for an amazing price!

We offer new roll-ups for your adverti-
sing. 
You can order these from us at cost 
price for 50,- € each (plus VAT). 
Just choose your suitable roll-up from 
the  selection on the right side.

Advertisement Material 
for a perfect presentation
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+ 10 to 30 % 
additional yied☀︎☀︎12%

Transparency

Quantity
(1 pallet = 38 Moudules)

Price / Module*
M60 - 280 Wp

Price / Module*
M72 - 330 Wp

from 1 Pallet 86 ,- EUR 109 ,- EUR

from 5 Pallets 82 ,- EUR 96 ,- EUR

from 10 Pallets 78 ,- EUR 92 ,- EUR

from 20 Pallets 75 ,- EUR 88 ,- EUR

*This offer is valid for orders until Febraury 29th 2020. 
Ex works Karlsfeld near Munich, GERMANY; delivery costs and the VAT are not included.

M60
280 Wp

M72
330 Wp

B60
310 Wp

B72
375 Wp

Quantity
(1 pallet = 33 Moudules)

Price / Module*
B60 - 310 Wp

Price / Module*
B72 - 375 Wp

from 1 Pallet 106,- EUR 129,- EUR

from 5 Pallets 100,- EUR 121,- EUR

from 10 Pallets 96,- EUR 116,- EUR

from 20 Pallets 92,- EUR 111,- EUR

prices on 
request

prices on 
request

prices on 
request

prices on 
request
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